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Schedule Online Donations as early
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World Impact Network (WIN) is an
international Christian organization working
strategically to bring about positive change in
the lives of leaders globally.
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In February, The New International University (TNIU) hosted
former and new students at a dinner in Asia to celebrate the launch
of the University; TNIU was
registered with the Department
of Education in November 2017.
What a joy to reconnect with
former students (part of WIN’s
previous partnership with The
King’s University) and new
students to rejoice in this God
appointed occasion. Long time
friend and partner Professor
Alan Ross, from Scotland,
prophesied over the University
stating, “And this day I’m
giving
The
New
International University a
banner of righteousness to
wave over this nation. And there will be celebration as you
do this.There will be joy as you do this.”
Coming up May 9th!
All GiveBIG
donations will be
matched, up to $5000!

TWO DECADES OF INVESTMENT: WORLD IMPACT NETWORK’S
RICH AND DIVERSE HISTORY
Local History
Over the last two decades WIN has
impacted leaders across the world.
WIN’s humanitarian efforts have
addressed poverty and natural
disasters. WIN’s Renewal Food Bank,
now a separate non-profit
organization, fed over thirty five
thousand people in its thirteen-year
h i s t o r y. F u r t h e r m o r e , W I N ’s
conversational English program, Youthwith-a-Purpose program, and Reinvention Seminars touched and
changed the lives of countless local
immigrant adults, youth, unemployed
professionals and small business
owners. Historically WIN, with its
partners, also supported efforts such
as rebuilding after hurricane Katrina,
educating food bank recipients about
diabetes, and holding First Aid &
Disaster Preparedness programs for
the local community.
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TNIU Student
Feedback:

“The seriousness of addiction shared by
Jenny and her own testimony allowed me
to understand the issue’s in today’s society.
This is a global issue and it also shows the
importance of the prophetic ministry in
today’s world.”
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“The course is very great for me because
i can have a different view about prophet
from the bible. It inspires me a lot to have
an objective view to theology.”
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“Through the work of God and different
area in prophetic ministry in history;
through professor’s own life example, it
enhances and brings our own thinking to
the next level.”

International
History

Focusing on Higher
Education

Humanitarian support, first
aid training, blood borne
diseases training, together
with leadership training and
skill development, have been
the hallmark of WIN’s
international efforts.
Countries like Papua New
Guinea, The Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Belarus, Mexico,
Uganda, Kenya and others
have benefited from WIN’s
investment of time, money
and human resources.

In 2007, in cooperation with Bakke
Graduate University, WIN initiated its first
Christian higher education cohort in Asia.
Later, in partnership with The Kings
University, WIN graduated 24 Doctor of
Ministry Students and 16 Master of Divinity
Students, many of whom now serve as
partners and adjunct faculty at The New
International University (TNIU), WIN’s
newest initiative. The dream to train
leaders around the world to be more
effective practitioners became a reality last
November when TNIU was registered,
with the Washington State Student
Achievement Council, and could begin
enrolling students.

Educational Philosophy
Education does not immediately provide food,
shelter, medicine or healthcare, as is the case
with humanitarian aid. Education provides
critical thinking skills and stimulates creative
solutions oriented to solving the world’s most
complex problems. Access to higher
education is key to the innovation needed to
change the systems that keep people enslaved
in hopelessness. Education provides leaders
with the tools to challenge tyrannical models
of leadership that keep people from reaching
their full potential for God. Knowledge is not
only for the elite. Knowledge is power and
when people feel empowered they are better
able and willing to find creative solutions to
the real world problems that plague their
communities.

Inauguration of The
New International
University
Thirty students from Asia
attended the University’s
launch in February 2018. Many
were existing students from
our previous partnerships, and
many were new and excited
about the possibility of
engaging with higher
education while remaining in
their own contexts.

“To know why to do something is wisdom. To know how to do it is skill. To know when to do it is
judgment. To strive to do it best is dedication. To do it for the benefit of others is service. To want to help
others is compassion. To do it quietly is humility. To get the job done is achievement. To empower others to
do all of these things is leadership.” - U.S. Army

Much still needs to
be done
Our most urgent need is
technology and technology skills.
Although TNIU has on-site
courses for students from
sensitive countries, its primary
d e l i ve r y s y s t e m i s o n l i n e
education. WIN needs the
human resources to assist with
uploading courses onto our
online platform, including help
with integrating a student
management and a learning
management system for
effectiveness and easy access of
course content by students.
WIN recognizes that this is a
time consuming endeavor, which
requires skilled personnel and
financial resources.

TNIU launch - leader Experiences
Written by Aimee Coombs
TNIU Administrative Director

Written by Jenny Jensen
TNIU Adjunct Professor

The idea of bringing Christian based
education to leaders in emerging countries
is very exciting and desperately needed.
After spending time with TNIU students in
Asia, it changed from being just an idea, to a
tangible opportunity that I could help invest
in. An idea that can change communities all
over the world. I now understand the
incredible need to bring education to people
in their own countries at prices they can afford.

In my past work with WIN and TNIU, I did not have a true understanding regarding how much WIN deeply impacts the
nations across the world. Through my experience with visiting students in Hong Kong this past February, my eyes were
opened and my heart deeply moved by the leadership and education that Peter and Gaby have tirelessly provided over
the years. It was an honor to see the vision of WIN being fulfilled as the goal of impacting church leaders in Asia
continues.
WIN's mission to train up leaders and create a ripple effect of lasting change within the
individual's personal community does not just occur in distant countries. Their mission occurs
on the home front and is being accomplished within me. As a recovering alcoholic and former
person suffering from deep pain, Gaby and Peter came alongside me, offering endless guidance,
support and encouragement. They helped guide me along the path God has created for me. They
supported me in getting professional help and sat with me for endless hours, working through
the pain I had, eventually encouraging me to pursue my Master's degree. I have been sober now
for over 4 years and have just accepted a Program Manager position at a local drug and alcohol
treatment facility. Their love, guidance and leadership qualities that they poured into me will now
be used to reach other suffering drug addicts and alcoholics, as well as the clinicians who care
for them. Through their vision in building up leaders to impact the world with the gospel,
countless individuals will continue to be reached!
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I was able to meet real people, with real stories of how grateful they are
that TNIU has given them the chance to get a degree and the training
they need to go back and minister to the people in their churches and
communities.Because of the work that TNIU is doing, they now have the
ability to reach people that no missionary would be able to reach.
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